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Internal consistency of peripheral responses
In order to assess consistency of peripheral responses, the following analysis was conducted: For each of the six experimental trial types, we calculated the average response per participants twice, each time from one half of the total trials of this type (randomly chosen, mutually exclusive subsamples). Next, we calculated Pearson's correlations between these two estimates. The results are displayed in Supplementary Table 1, presented on page 5.
Three main observations were made:
First, correlation coefficients for EDA and, to a weaker degree, for HR accelerations were higher for active-choice trials than for no-choice trials. This result was expected, because the active-choice condition (in which participants actively select bet size) is predicted to lead to both larger and more reliable arousal responses than the non-choice condition.
Second, consistency estimates were lowest for HR decelerations, indicating that deceleration responses were less reliable or noisier than HR accelerations and EDA in the current context. Third, in the case of EDA and HR acceleration, moderate to strong correlations were found in the active-choice condition. This finding indicates that internal consistency for these measures was adequate to high.
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